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Inside these pages, we seek to out line briefly, what Vendetta Finance wants to bring to the DeFi space. 

Having followed us on Social Media you will have a fair idea already. If not, you are requested to browse through our 
Website and read our Medium commentary to get a deeper insight on what we bring to the table 

To put it in a nutshell, as most of our communications have suggested, we intend to bring back the traditional approach 
of “Money Management”, blending it with some of the proven DeFi best practices. 

Our intent is not to reinvent the wheel but to help it roll with better traction and purpose. We bring hedge fund 
dynamics to the table right out of the gate and intend to use the available technology in the crypto space to leverage 
our core competencies and create a unique value proposition for Users

AUM, which is essentially what most farms, pools and DeFi services are about, is more than just buying into inflationary 
mints and hoping to be the first one to get out. A fact proven by the spate of liquidations and bankruptcies observed in 
this space caused by unsustainable misuse of available technology. Generating yield and revenue is more than lending 
and borrowing at illogical rates or creating multiple dominoes in the hope of delaying the inevitable. 

It takes real world interactions with multiple asset classes, appropriate risk management and considerable experience 
to administer financial prudence. 

We thus intend to bring a measure of seriousness to the table along with a dash of fun.

Foreword



Taxonomy of the VENDETTA Ecosystem 

VENARMY

Characterized by large numbers of 

floating population, these holders flit 

in and out arbitrarily in the hunt of 

quick satiation while serving the 

purpose of providing a strong user 

base that is constantly churning and 

changing hands. These are the foot 

soldiers of the VEN movement

VEN OG

Distinguished by their early adoption 

and larger chunk of VEN holdings, these 

are the holders who have consequently 

seen significant gains and possess the 

limited edition VENOG NFT. This cadre 

forms the unofficial middle 

management, enjoying certain 

privileges in their role as VEN 

ambassadors

VEN MULTI-SIG

Members of this division are the 

brains that hold decision making 

power on governance matters at 

Vendetta by means of owning the 

Multi-Sig Treasury. The performance 

of this layer is incentivized by means 

of  enhanced share in earnings. 

These are the holders responsible for 

daily upkeep of the system

An unofficial structure formed by design



Assessing fitment based on available landscape
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Value Projects
Incubation

Junk

Bubble Projects

Launchpad ProjectsYield Farming

The size of each bubble is 

a representation of sector 

revenue generation, not 

relevant to the duration 

of its existence. To ensure 

a strategic fit with our 

core vision at Vendetta, 

the portfolio should 

remain balanced 

between the medium to 

high segment of 

attractiveness in relative 

terms of revenue 

generation and 

longevity. Heavy 

emphasis will be 

allocated towards 

growth potential, margin 

potential, and 

competitive intensity in 

the space with an eye on 

saturation levels



Take a bite

Projects with high yield potential at 

reasonable risk reward but to be 

carefully watched for implosion

Discard

Product lines that do not exhibit 

immediate and attractive value to 

the system

Existing Landscape

Historically proven projects w/        

strong market sentiment and              

stable operations built on a 

consistent track record of value

Executing the Vendetta 
Strategy

Based on the renowned growth-share matrix framework by 

BCG, We intend to strategically position the portfolio to 

maximize potential value generation based on industry 

landscape and the respective Projects competitive strength 

positioning

Churning the 

Crypto Pool

Relative Vendetta Allocation
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Winning Edge

VC to Proof of Value projects that 

offer attractive yield 

opportunities in addition to low 

risk market making strategies

https://youexec.com/plus


Deeper insights into Vendetta
Vendetta Finance will engage in specific activities through which 

value creation and competitive advantage is gained. These will 

form a broad range from Market Making to Yield Aggregation 

and OTC and Bankless services to maximize revenue generation 

from AUM

Incubating 

Growth Drivers

Yield 

Aggregation

Low Risk AUM 

strats

Industry 

partnerships

Market Making

Consulting

Yield Farming

OTC and On Chain tradingS
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Industry Value Chain

Bankless 
Services

Ideate Incubate Go to Market Yield Book

Front end closing of books 
at end of cycle tenure

Back end solutioning to 
ensure sustainable ROI

https://youexec.com/plus


Process Flow
Yield is a return measure 

for an investment over a set 

period of time, expressed as 

a percentage.

Therefore the process of 

revenue generation and 

protocol upkeep begins with 

a “Seek Yield” process that 

involves early identification, 

careful vetting, quick 

engagement, risk 

assessment, material 

allocation and strategy 

execution. 

Appropriately executed 

strategies will go into the 

low effort phases of 

Monitoring progress, 

Booking revenue, Assessing 

success factors or lessons 

to learn, and onto the repeat 

cycle

Incubation 
Cycle

Maturity Cycle



The VEN ERC-20 Token
In theory the principle is 

over simplified. Diminishing 

supply further 

exacerbated  by Token 

burns undertaken at the 

outset are projected to 

cause a crunch in the 

availability of sufficient VEN 

in the LP subject to market 

dynamics. 

The process of yield 

aggregation utilizing the 

DeFi landscape, 

generating revenue from 

streams of multi-chain 

launchpads, consulting 

services, VC investments 

and other OTC and 

trading services begins 

with one task, building 

AUM that requires a 

mandatory lock up of the 

VEN Token
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CURRENTLY LOCKED 

SUPPLY OF VEN

PRICE OF VEN TODAY

PROSPECTIVE VALUE OF VEN 

DEPENDENT ON DIMINISHING 

SUPPLY FROM LOCK UPS

PROSPECTIVE SUPPLY OF VEN 

LOCKED UP ACROSS POOLS AS 

PART OF OVERALL AUM



Managing Risk
At the outset, junk is to be avoided 

with a close watch on high beta 

even if blue chip.

Growth and Innovation to be 

sought after as a positive risk 

seeking step to further incubate 

and assess.

Low hanging fruits to be quickly 

picked utilizing yield aggregation 

to generate the maximum value 

out of  the portion allocated 

towards this segment.

Consulting Services to be 

developed to accommodate all 

growth prospects. 

Existing Proof of Concepts to be 

leveraged.

Hedged Strats to be employed for 

OTC and Exchange Trading.

Industry tie ups to be leveraged for 

building mutually beneficial 

revenue streams

Risk
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JUNK

GROWTH 

HIGH BETA 

INNOVATION

INDUSTRY TIE UPS

HEDGED STRATS

YIELD 
AGGREGATION

CONSULTING 
SERVICES

EXISTING POCs

Positive risk-reward balance Risk-seeking

Risk reverse Negative risk-reward balance



40%

30%

20%

10%

Hedge Strats

Yield Aggregation and 

Market Making Services

Launchpad and 

Incubators
Consulting

Where does the yield come from?

A common problem with the Crypto space, is that absent a majority of genuine product lines, yield typically comes from creating fanciful 

ponzinomic variants of smart contracts that mint, inflate, generate multiple confusing lines of asset classes to be traded against that 

eventually fall like a pack of cards because there is no real earning happening save “new investors” buying into the hollow proposition. When 

that gravy train ends, liquidations and bankruptcies follow, further worsened by poor risk management and over inflated egos.

Below is a brief representation of how the Vendetta protocol allocations are designed to operate



User creates 

a pool of 

BTC or ETH 

etc

User locks 

VEN

Vendetta 

goes to work

The process 

is executed

Wait for 

end of 

tenure

User Exits 

pool

The User Story



Choice Ownership

SecurePrivate

VEN lock staking contracts and 

the pools of choice are each 

specific to single user only 

thereby obfuscating any 

obvious on chain footsteps 

Dedicated Smart Contract

Your farm page will only be accessible 

by you via a password protected 

tollgate preventing unauthorized 

access to your pools

Password Protected interface

On the dedicated farm, users will 

be given a bouquet of options to 

choose from available pools to 

park into. Pick any pool or all

Mix and Match

Unlike the current landscape, we do not 

create a herd of AUM. The locks are 

individually split for each User, will be set 

by the User, and can be unlocked only 

by the User

Your farm belongs to you

What is One User One Farm? 



Setup the VEN ecosystem 

with initial community 

engagement and treasury

initialization. Setup staking 

pools and a Multi-Sig 

treasury

2022Q3

Manage staking pools and 

initiate DAO transition 

steps leveraging the 

previously defined 

management cadre

2022Q4

Maintain market-wide push 

to increase AUM and 

coverage, cement industry 

partnerships and strategic 

tie ups

2023Q1

Fully transition over to the 

DAO framework and allow 

for auto-pilot functions to 

commence management of 

the Protocol

2023Q2
The planned journey



Risks and 
Disclaimers*

The expected utilization for fund allocations from available AUM has been capped to 10%, 
therefore the immediate  associated risk to the Users capital should be assumed to be 10%. Any 
revision to this allocation will be communicated prior with power of consent resting with the User

Example: User stakes 100 ETH. Only 10 ETH will be the risk on instrument of choice to conduct the 
farm operations. 90 ETH will remain securely locked  as part of the AUM for the duration chosen 

90% of AUM will remain unutilized and therefore insulated from any reduction in value caused by the 
protocol operations. There however remains the risk of impermanent loss caused by a drop in the value of 
the instrument while in the lock up period, as with any other staking/locking protocol

Example: User stakes 100 ETH for 3 months. The price of ETH nose dives. The user though holding the 
same amount of ETH, is in net loss due to the fall in the price of ETH

Investment in any financial instrument, especially DeFi and Cryptocurrencies, are a volatile high risk 
proposition. The contents of this document are not investment advice. The User is expected to be aware of 
their own risk appetite and participate in the Vendetta ecosystem post significant research and study of 
this space

Example: Crypto in general

* The list above is not exhaustive, though seeks to highlight some key aspects. A complete and updated glossary of Terms and Conditions 
will be made available on the official website along with specific APR figures commensurate with minimum VEN and VEN NFT holdings to 
allow users to further plan their actions



Ideas…are Bulletproof… 


